HIGHLIGHTS

- **A Comprehensive and Accomplished Litigation Practice**
  With more than 250 litigators across the firm, Wilson Sonsini represents technology and life sciences companies confronting challenging claims and conflicts—from class actions and commercial disputes to IP and trade secret matters.

- **Our Experienced Litigation Team Represents Clients Through All Stages, Including Trial and Appellate Proceedings**
  In addition to accomplished trial attorneys who represent entities before juries and judges, Wilson Sonsini has teams of experienced litigators who excel at representing clients in the early stages of disputes and throughout pre-trial proceedings. The firm also has proven, experienced appellate counsel.

- **Wilson Sonsini's Securities Litigation Practice Earns Recent Recognition**
  At *The Recorder's 2022 California Legal Awards*, the firm was selected as the "On the Radar" Award recipient for Securities Litigation based on the volume and significance of deals and litigation handled for leading technology companies on high-stakes matters across more than 35 client industry sectors.

- **Wilson Sonsini Earns Honorable Mention in AmLaw's Litigation Department of the Year Awards**
  In December 2021, Wilson Sonsini was profiled among the select firms that earned honorable mentions as part of *The American Lawyer’s* national "Litigation Department of the Year" awards. Earlier in the year, *The American Lawyer* also selected the firm as a 2021 regional Litigation Department of the Year finalist for California.

OVERVIEW

Wilson Sonsini is one of only a few firms that can say, without qualification, it represents the most sophisticated and progressive companies in the world in litigation, regulatory, and transactional matters.

Wilson Sonsini represents clients that achieve success by innovating, venturing beyond boundaries, or disrupting established industries. As a result, the disputes and contentious matters Wilson Sonsini takes on for its clients involve formative and complex technologies, novel issues of law, and substantial amounts in controversy.

Wilson Sonsini has more than 250 litigators across the firm, and continues to expand. The firm represents public companies, private entities, and other organizations in venues across the U.S.: federal and state trial courts; appellate courts; regulatory agencies; and administrative tribunals, including the Patent Trial and Appeal Board.

In addition to accomplished trial attorneys who represent entities before juries and judges, Wilson Sonsini has teams of experienced litigators who excel at representing clients in the early stages of disputes and throughout pre-trial proceedings. The firm also has proven, experienced appellate counsel.

The depth and dimension of Wilson Sonsini’s litigation practice enables the firm to represent clients in disputes that range from bet-the-company claims asserted by competitors to class actions involving multiple parties and multiple states. Our expansive scope of
litigation experience covers areas of critical importance to clients, including intellectual property, securities, and complex commercial lawsuits, as well as government investigations and corporate governance matters.

Wilson Sonsini delivers results for its clients, which is just one reason the firm's litigation department has a well-earned reputation for excellence among its clients, peers, and colleagues.